10. Target Evaluation

10. TARGET
EVALUATION
With thanks to Sophie Duncan at the UK
National Coordinating Centre for Public Engagement for providing the downloadable
example template for this tool.
Visual approaches are often more fun for participants than standard questionnaires, and can
quickly allow you to see participants’ reactions
to your activity. Target evaluation is particularly
good for rating different elements of an event,
though it can also be used to reflect on overall
outcomes or any other questions that can be
placed along a rating scale response.
On a scale of 1 to 5 - where 1 is really useful and 5
is not very useful - please rate the following sessions
within today’s programme
2.(session 2)

Who:
What:
Data:
Time:
Gain:
GLOs:
On a scale of 1 to 5 – where 1 is really useful and
5 is not very useful – please rate the following sessions within today’s programme
2.(session 2)

3. (session 3)
1. (session 1)

1. (session 1)

3. (session 3)

4. (session 4)

4. (session 4)

5. (session 5)

7. (session 7)
5. (session 5)

7. (session 7)

6. (session 6)

WHAT DO I NEED?
• Pre-prepared large printed dartboards divided
into sections (one section per aspect of the event
that you’re interested in – these could for example
be different sessions within an event, or different
outcomes or characteristics; see downloadable example for some suggestions)
• Stickers or markers
• Pens

On a scale of 1 to 5 – where 1 is excellent and 5 is
poor – please rate the following aspects of the event
2. Interactivity with
other participants

1. The content
covered

7. The event
overall

6. The facilities provided

3. Access to experts

4. Level of new
knowlegde gained

5. Extent to which you
felt inspired by today’s
event
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6. (session 6)
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LET’S GET STARTED
Distribute your dartboard to your participants –
this usually works best in small groups (say 4-6
people each), though can be done individually
or as a larger group if necessary.
Ask participants to place one mark or sticker in
each segment of the dartboard according to their
rating of that activity or outcome, the best being
closest to the bullseye, the worst being furthest
away. If you print the dartboard out large enough
then you can also ask participants to write short
notes of explanation near their ranking, to help
you understand the reasons behind their score.

OK, WHAT DO I DO WITH
MY DATA NOW?

Facebook Wall - Create a set of “posts” that
make evaluation points for the session or event
with spaces for dislikes and likes around the
post. Then get the young people to like or dislike the post, using markers, stickers or even
printed icons in the shape of Facebook reaction options. People can also make comments
below each statement using post-its or simply
writing on the page.

SIMILAR TECHNIQUES

Picture Voting - Children vote on a range of
visual choices around a particular question
or issue by attaching stickers to their chosen
answer. Choose an issue that can be clearly
expressed using pictures of different choices.
For example, you might want to find out about
ideas for a new lunch-time club or even destinations for a visit. Find as many suitable (and
realistic!) images for the children to vote on.
Try to find images that are clear and easily
recognisable. Find somewhere to display your
pictures at the children’s eye level where they
will all be able to access them. The children
can be given one sticker for one vote or you
could give them 3 stickers - they could put all
3 on one choice or spread the stickers around
if they have more than one ‘favourite’ answer.
Remind the children that there isn’t a ‘right’ or
‘wrong’ answer.

Bananas - Give participants a banana (real or
paper) and ask them to show them curve up or
down to represent happy or sad faces. Partici-

With thanks to the Woodcraft Folk for the ‘Bananas’ and ‘Facebook Wall’ tools and Sheffield
City Council for the ‘Rate or Slate’ and ‘Picture
voting’ techniques.

The dartboard approach allows you to very
quickly compare ratings for different aspects, allowing you to immediately see particularly strong
or weak points within your event, as well as where
there were differences of opinion amongst the
participants.
Depending on the aims of the project we may
want to tweak some of the content and then repeat this exercise in a few months’ time to see
whether the changes have any influence on participants and if the responses match more closely to particular goals.
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pants can then write on the skin any additional
comments they might have. If you use real bananas participants can still eat them at the end...
Rate or Slate - This is a great way to get a very
visual result on what children think. Children are
asked at the end of a session to ‘rate or slate’ it.
Children are presented with a scale labelled 1-5
(1 being negative and 5 being positive.) Children are asked to rate their answer to a question
by putting a sticker on the scale.

